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Revolution ECO 32 Wall Cabinet

Congratulations on your purchase.
Follow these instructions for easy and fast set-up of your Revolution ECO 32 Wall Cabinet

PC Locs, LocknCharge and the Padlock device are Trademarks of IWS Global Pty Ltd.
Copyright IWS Global Pty Ltd, May 2014.
Disclaimer.
This information is the intellectual property of IWS Global Pty Ltd and may not be distributed, duplicated
or copied in part or full without the written permission. Since the use of this information, the equipment
connected and the conditions by which any IWS Global product is used is beyond the control of IWS Global,
it is the obligation of the owner and/or user to determine the correct and safe use of any equipment and
product. To the extent that the law permits, any liability which may be incurred as a result of the use or
future use of a product manufactured or sold by IWS Global is limited to the cost of repairing or replacing the
failed product or component at the discretion of IWS Global either within, or outside of warranty periods,
and does not extend to any loss or damage which may be caused as a consequence of misuse or failure of
the equipment or product or the information contained herein. IWS Global shall not in any event be liable for
economic loss of profits, indirect, special, bodily injuries or consequential damages.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

STEP 1 ‐ Unlocking the doors:
Open the key cover over the lock

Insert the key and turn to unlock

Swing the lock handle to open

STEP 2 ‐ Remove Power drawers and place the drawers on a table.
Depending on the type of drawer runner, release either by pulling the sliding lock or moving the lever
up or down:
Sliding lock type:

Lever type:

Note: After securing the cabinet, you should install the device chargers in the drawers

STEP 3 ‐ Secure the Revolution Cabinet to a Wall (only applicable for a brick or concrete wall)
Place the cabinet in the required location against the wall.
Adjust the screw‐in feet so that the cabinet is
level:

Check level by inspecting the top of the doors:
Incorrect
Correct

Revolution ECO 32 Wall Cabinet

Step 3 ‐ Continued…
Open the doors and mark the holes to be drilled in the wall by putting a pencil through the securing
boss (x2) in the top of the cabinet.
Note: There are two more bosses at the bottom of the cabinet behind the lower drawer if you require extra
securing points.
Move the cabinet out of the way to drill the holes. After drilling the holes and inserting the plastic wall
plug, move the cabinet back into position.

Mark through this hole

Using a 10mm masonry bit drill two holes.
Insert the plastic wall plug into the wall

Push the coach bolt through the
cabinet hole and tighten with a
spanner

STEP 4 ‐ Placing the power boards into the drawers

Insert the 4 way power boards

Run the cables and plugs through the
front plate

Insert the ECO Safe Charge™
board

Plug the 4 way power board plugs
into the ECO Safe Charge board

Remove the dividers retaining bar

Remove the dividers to make
it easier to feed the plug
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Step 4 Continued…
Feed the ECO Safe Charge cable through the
grommets down the cabinet base

Feed the plug and cable through the grommet in the side of the
cabinet and plug it into a power socket

STEP 5 ‐ Plug in the Laptop adaptors and arrange the cables (in the drawers on a table)
Feed cables through grommets in base of
the power drawer

Measure how long you want the
cable and retain in clip (~650mm)

If the clip is tight then
loosen with a screwdriver

At this stage you require another person to help hold the drawer while you feed the cables through the shelf
grommets. Once the cables are fed through the grommets the drawer can be replaced on the runners.
Run the cable through the shelf above the
laptop compartment and secure in the clip

Plug in the laptop – Ready to charge! Switch on mains power at
the wall outlet. Follow instructions for ECO Safe Charge board

STEP 6 ‐ Lock the Revolution ECO 32 Wall Cabinet by reversing the sequence of STEP 1.
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Warranty
PC Locs/LocknCharge warrants the product to be free of defects in design, materials, assembly and craftsmanship
for a period of twelve months from the date of purchase to the original retail purchaser. Evidence of original
purchase will be required to obtain warranty service.
In the event that a defect, malfunction or failure occurs or is discovered during the warranty period,
PC Locs/LocknCharge will repair or replace, at its option, the products which in the reasonable judgment of PC
Locs/LocknCharge are deemed defective. All transportation costs shall be borne by the owner and the risk of
loss shall be upon the party initiating the transportation.
The warranty does not apply to any product that has been subject to misuse, tampering, neglect, or accident or as
a result of unauthorized alterations or repairs to the product. The warranty is in lieu of all warranties expressed or
implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose which are expressly
excluded or disclaimed. In no event will PC Locs/LocknCharge, their directors, officers, employees, or agents be
liable for any harm, consequential, incidental, third party, special or indirect damages whatsoever arising out of the
use or inability to use the products even if PC Locs/LocknCharge has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
PC Locs/LocknCharge obligation is strictly and exclusively limited to the replacement or repair of any defective
products. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the
above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
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